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Retreat is an exclusively big sofa with plenty of space. The flexible modules are 
movable and can be combined in endless ways, depending on your needs. The 
seams have deliberately been simplified to make the sofa more enjoyable for the 
eye and feel in general. From the special bolsters, which allows you to adjust the 
seat depth for each module, and the user-friendly fittings that makes it easy for 
anyone to transform the sofa. The comfort is laidback and firm. Retreat invites in 
every respect to self indulgence.

RETREAT by raun
Design: Michael Raun
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The main focus in the design process of the sofa Less, is a special focus on a light 
and elegant look. The narrow armrests and the tall and slim legs are to create an 
airy feel to the sofa. This is furthermore emphasized by the choice of the lighter 
cushion, that combines the comfort of the firm cold foam with a soft layer of down.

LESS by raun
Design: Michael Raun
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HOPE by raun
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With hope we have created a minimalist and timeless modular sofa with full fle-
xibility and infinite combinations. Designer Stine Prang has experimented with 
an clean and almost cube-like expression, with a main focus on functionality 
and details. The end result is a timeless classic, in its simple beauty and fantastic 
comfort.

HOPE by raun
Design: Stine Prang
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Family is a comfortable sofa with lots of space for the whole household. A par-
ticularly relaxed and spacious comfort, with a tight and modern shape. A sofa 
with a unique informal elegance that caters to the discerning connoisseur. 

FAMILY by raun
Design: Stine Prang & Michael Raun
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HAPPY by raun
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During the design of the sofa ‘Happy’, designer Stine Prang with a loving twink-
le rumbled some decades back and created a contemporary and rigorous inter-
pretation of the classic train compartment seat. The sofa’s sculptural character 
is underlined by the high back and elegant wings which gives the user a unique 
comfort. Happy is a unique design object with real classic potential. Happy has 
also been nominated by ‘Bo bedre’ for 2009’s Furniture-Prize.

HAPPY by raun
Design: Stine Prang
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RELAX by raun
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Relax is the ultimate lounge sofa, with its elegant look and high comfort level. It 
has managed to withstand the test of time and changing trends. It radiates a spe-
cial refinement that makes it a beautiful and stylish choice, due to its pure design 
and fine details.

RELAX by raun
Design: Michael Raun
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Minimo are a minimalistic and cubistic series of tables, that fit into any home. 
Beautiful in its simplicity, and available as both sidetable and sofatable. The table 
tops can be selected in oak natural, oak soaptreated, oak oiltreated and a version 
in slate - all delicious and sustainable materials that are easy to maintain.
                    

Side table: 50x50x53 cm
Table: 100x100x43 cm

MINIMO by raun
Design: Raun Design Team
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WE
LOVE
FABRIC
 
Alle møbelstoffer hos raun er noje udvalgt efter strenge kvalitetskrav, og vi 
tilbyder et stort og varieret udvalg af tekstiler med forskellige strukturer, 
overflader og slidstyrker.


